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STEPHEN GOODWIN

Dent d’Hérens
Saluting The Pioneers
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When Montagu Woodmass gained the summit of the Dent d’Hérens 
on 12 August 1863, he immediately danced a Highland fling. Well 

bully for him. One hundred and fifty years later to the day, on reaching the 
same spot, I sat down for a rest; well earned, I thought, and much needed. 
My excuse? Woodmass, at 29 years old, was less than half my age, and he 
was match fit. I had driven pretty well non-stop from Cumbria to the Aosta 
valley and gone straight on the mountain next day. But I guess we shared a 
certain satisfaction, even if mine was less exuberantly expressed.

Neither of us was alone. Woodmass had made the first ascent of the 
4171m peak with fellow Alpine Club members William Hall, Flor-
ence Crauford Grove and Reginald Macdonald, accompanied by guides 
Melchior Anderegg, Peter Perren and Jean-Pierre Cachat. The AC men had 
planned the expedition and ‘Le Grand Melchior’ led the way throughout.

I was in similarly safe hands. The guides of Valpelline had extended an 
invitation to the Alpine Club to join an anniversary ascent of the mountain 

Raising the Alpine Convention flag on the Dent d’Hérens. L-r: Stephen Goodwin, 
Maurizio Gaillard, Daniela Formica and Andrea Celesia. (Claudio Rosset)

and I was their grateful guest. Maurizio Galliard, president of the guides, 
took charge and with us were his colleagues Claudio Rosset and Andrea 
Celesia, plus Daniela Formica, president of Club 4000 and the first Italian 
woman to climb all the 4000ers of the Alps. We’d been brought together by 
my friend Marco Onida, former secretary general of Alpine Convention, 
who has roots in the Aosta valley. Marco accompanied us to the Aosta hut, 
then disappeared to another mountain but left us the Convention’s banner 
– campaigning for a greener Alps – to take to the summit. 

Hall’s somewhat verbose account of the first ascent was published in 

Dent d’Hérens: left is the sunlit north face, the right hand skyline is the West 
Ridge. (John Cleare)
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the first volume of the Alpine Journal (1863-64). He’d read it before the AC 
on 2 February 1864 and perhaps his wit worked better live than it does in 
print today. 

What impresses on re-reading Hall after actually being on the Dent 
d’Hérens is what a determined effort it must have taken to locate a route 
onto the mountain. The party crossed the Col de la Valpelline from 
Zermatt, dossed in a hay shed for two nights, making an abortive foray on 
the intervening day, set off from Prarayer at 2.30am, ascended the lower 
Tsa de Tsan glacier and on to the Grandes Murailles glacier and picked a 
way up the mountain’s South-west Flank to join the West Ridge to the top.

Unbeknownst to them, Edward Whymper had been on the mountain 
just days earlier with Jean-Antoine Carrel and Luc Meynet. They had 
opted for the full West Ridge – a serrated rock crest – but turned back, 

On the West Ridge of the Dent d’Hérens. (Stephen Goodwin)

finding it difficult and unjustifiably loose. Whymper was not best pleased. 
‘This was the only mountain in the Alps which I have essayed to ascend, 
that has not, sooner or later, fallen to me. Our failure was mortifying,’ he 
wrote.

Times change: today the lower part of the Tsa de Tsan glacier has melted 
away, a huge reservoir fills the upper Valpelline below Prarayer and there 
is no more sleeping in hay sheds. Instead the comfortable Aosta hut at 
2781m more than halves the effort our forebears must have put in. We left 
the hut at 4am and were back on the terrace eight hours later enjoying a 
celebratory beer.

Hall summed up their 1863 route as ‘a very pretty scramble’, which seems 
something of an understatement given the melodrama of his earlier para-
graphs. Today the South-west Flank-West Ridge is graded AD and remains 
the easiest way up provided the snow is well frozen. More entertaining is 
to ascend, as we did, via the West Ridge (AD III-) and return down the 
SW Flank. Conditions were perfect, early morning sun on dry rock as we 
negotiated the gendarmes along the crest. The coup de théâtre comes as you 
pull on to the summit rocks and ahead, almost within touching distance it 
seems, bursts the west face of the Matterhorn and the Italian Ridge. Memo-
ry’s chocolate box image of the mountain from Zermatt melts away under 
the intensity of it all.

The Matterhorn from the summit of the Dent d’Hérens. (Stephen Goodwin)
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We raised Marco’s banner and took the obligatory photographs. An 
ascent of the Dent d’Hérens from Valpelline had suited the aims of both 
the Alpine Convention and the local guides. A key part of a greener, yet 
economically sustainable Alps is the promotion of ‘soft tourism’ – that is 
low impact pursuits like hiking and climbing. And Valpelline has plenty of 
scope.

Contrary to expectations, the great reservoir has quite a natural feel to it, 
once, that is, you’re out of sight of the soaring dam wall. Old larches along 
the shoreline give way to flower-rich pasture then the wild upper valley; 
there is no public road beyond the dam, just a track to Refugio Prarayer 
at the head of the reservoir, and no ski infrastructure of any sort. The 
contrast to the Zermatt or Chamonix areas could hardly be starker – but 

wildness and a dearth of visitors 
hardly make for a vibrant tourist 
economy. The Valpelline guides’ 
association has only 18 members 
and of these only one is close to 
working full time as a guide and 
instructor (and then often out of 
the area); the rest have day jobs 
as electricians, firemen and so 
on. Not only would the guides 
welcome more business; its effect 
would percolate through hotels, 
B&Bs and restaurants to the 
valley in general.

Mountain anniversaries come 
thick and fast these days. Often, 
due to weather or perhaps the 

age of the participants, there is a good deal more wining and dining than 
climbing. Our ascent of the Dent d’Hérens was something of an exception: 
dining was mostly pasta, a hearty evening meal at the Aosta hut and a few 
Birra Morettis, wine and fontina cheese when the job was done. We raised 
a glass to the AC pioneers and their guides and went on our way.

Great thanks are due: firstly to Maurizio and Marilia Gaillard for warm hospitality 
at their lovely pension at Fénis in Valle d’Aosta (chezgaillard.bb@libero.it); to 
guides Maurizio, Claudio Rosset and Andrea Celesia for their care and company on 
the mountain; also to Daniela Formica of Club 4000 (open to all who have climbed 
30 alpine 4000ers and crave more: club4000.it), to Gigi Vignone, guardian of the 
Aosta hut, and not least to our ‘facilitator’, Marco Onida.

Celebrating success at the Aosta hut: Claudio 
Rosset, Andrea Celesia, Stephen Goodwin and 
Daniela Formica. (Maurizio Gaillard)
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Four Valleys, Five Summits
The 2014 AC Expedition to The Peruvian Andes
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Late in 2013 Mike Pinney and I started to think seriously about a suit-
able expedition to the greater ranges in 2014 and Peru’s Cordillera 

Blanca came high on the list of possibilities. Having been there seven years 
ago with Stuart Worsfold we easily identified some key objectives, with the 
iconic Alpamayo – arguably one of the world’s most attractive mountains 
and a coveted summit – dominating the programme. Not long after adver-
tising the expedition we had a full team. Indeed, more than a full team as it 
was hugely oversubscribed. Eventually eleven participants were enrolled, 
although Mike’s untimely death in a climbing accident in Wales in March 
ultimately reduced this to ten. 

Team members from various parts of Britain eventually converged on 
Paris at the start of June for the long flight to Lima. With everything going 

Dedicated to our late Honorary Treasurer, Mike Pinney

Huandoy Sur (6160m), Oeste (6356m) and Norte (6395m), with Pisco (5752m) 
on the far right, from the upper Llanganuco Valley. (Derek Buckle)


